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The cell membrane is a 2-dimensional non-ideal liquid containing dynamic structures on various time-space scales, and the raft domain is one
of them. Existing literature supports the concept that raft dynamics may be important for its formation and function: the raft function may be
supported by stimulation-induced raft association/coalescence and recruitment of various raftophilic molecules to coalesced rafts, and, importantly,
they both may happen transiently. Thus, one must always consider the limited association time of a raft or a raftophilic molecule with another raft,
even when one interprets the results of static experiments, such as immunofluorescence and pull-down assays. Critical considerations on the
chemical fixation mechanism and immunocolocalization data suggest that the temporary nature of raft-based molecular interactions may explain
why colocalization results are sensitive to subtle variations in experimental conditions employed in different laboratories.
D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.Keywords: Raft domain; Time scale; Transient recruitment; Chemical fixation; Immunofluorescence colocalization; Temporary molecular interaction1. Introduction
1.1. The cell membrane is a 2-dimensional non-ideal liquid
containing dynamic structures on various time-space scales
The plasma membrane is not a simple liquid, but rather a non-
ideal liquid mixture of molecules with various levels of
miscibilities (in addition, it contains immobile molecules and
domains that may be bound to the underlying membrane
skeleton). The plasma membrane naturally contains dynamic
structures, like molecular complexes and domains, that exist in
various time scales and space scales and are forming and
dispersing continually within the cell membrane. These molec-
ular complexes and domains range from small protein clusters
with short lifetimes, like transient dimers of rhodopsin [1], to
large micron-sized stable domains, like desmosomes [2–4].
Perhaps, the entire membrane should be viewed as a mosaic of
microdomains [5,6].
Based on the concept of a non-ideal liquid, we argue that the
plasma membrane is always prepared for the formation of more
stabilized domains and molecular clusters with enhanced sizes0167-4889/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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concept is a key toward understanding how the raft domains may
be involved in the signaling and trafficking of raftophilic
molecules, i.e., upon an extracellular or intracellular stimulus,
the formation of more stabilized rafts may be induced, which
might function as a (temporary) platform or scaffold to gather the
required molecules for signaling or trafficking. Furthermore, the
formation of such a molecular complex based on the raft domain
is often experimentally detected as a cholesterol-dependent
(perhaps cholesterol-facilitated would be a better word) tempo-
rary assembly of protein molecules, while all the specificities of
assembled protein molecules to each other are maintained. In
this sense, the main function of rafts, or perhaps cholesterol, is to
facilitate protein–protein interactions even at higher specifi-
cities, and thus the argument about whether protein–protein or
lipid–lipid interactions are more important in the signaling of T-
cell receptor or Fc( receptor does not seem to be constructive
[7–9].
As stated above, the molecular complexes and domains in
the plasma membrane are dynamic, existing in various time
scales and space scales. These days, most raft researchers have
realized the importance of considering the space scales (sizes)
of the raft for understanding the mechanism by which the raft
domains carry out their functions, but the attention to the time1746 (2005) 234 – 251
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time of raftophilic molecules in a raft domain, is lacking.
Therefore, the major aim of this review is to emphasize the
importance of the concept of time scales in membrane domain
research in general, and particularly with raft domains. The
lifetime of the domain and the residency time of a molecule in a
domain might be much shorter than generally assumed (on the
order of seconds or less, rather than on the order of minutes),
and thus these time scales must always be considered to
understand membrane domains and their functions.
1.2. The domain lifetime and the residency time of a molecule
in the domain
Consider the desmosome, a cellular organelle shared by two
adhering cells. The desmosome is responsible for a strong-type
of cell–cell adhesion, and is a representative of a large, stable
membrane domain. It can be as large as 10 Am in diameter in
differentiated keratinocytes, and requires 4 M guanidinium
chloride, a very potent protein denaturant, for its disassembly in
vitro. The lifetime of the desmosome may be as long as (or even
longer than) the doubling time of the cell (over 60 h in some
keratinocytes in culture), but the half-lives of the proteins that
form the desmosomemay be on the order of several hours [2–4].
These two parameters, the lifetime and the residency time
(or the exchange rate), are the key issues addressed in this
review, because, in our opinion, they are the keys to
understanding the structures and functional mechanisms of
membrane raft domains (in fact, they are important for
understanding all kinds of biomolecular systems). The bottom
line is that we always have to consider the membrane domains
and molecular complexes as very dynamic entities, even when
they are large enough to be clearly visible by light and electron
microscopy, and this time-scale viewpoint is even more
important with smaller structures, like raft domains. Such a
concept is easily overlooked, for example, when molecular
interactions are analyzed by immunoprecipitation or protein
pull-down assays or two-hybrid analyses. Even when static
observations are made, for example, by using immunofluores-
cence or immunoelectron microscopy with chemically fixed
cells, the interpretation must be done based on the concept that
the molecular events in the cell take place dynamically.
Furthermore, even researchers making dynamic observations
using live cells, employing techniques, such as single-cell
imaging, FRAP, and single-molecule tracking, often fail to
apply these time-scale concepts and the time resolutions of the
employed methods when interpreting their data on the
structures and dynamics of microdomains and raftophilic
molecules. For observations of small dynamic domains in
the cell membrane, which are forming and dispersing
continually, employing a technique with a time resolution
shorter than the time-scales of the events, as well as with a
sufficient spatial resolution, is critically important. The need
for the spatial resolution is quite obvious and well understood
by membrane researchers, but their neglect of the simple
concept that the time resolution of the employed technique
must be sufficiently shorter than the time-scales of theobserved events in their experimental design and interpretation
of the data has caused major confusion in the membrane raft
research field.
1.3. A definition of raft domains
The first problem of writing about raft domains is that it is a
term that has not been defined. Lai called it an ‘‘unidentified
floating object’’ [10]. Many researchers in related fields are
uncomfortable with the status and the way the raft research
field is being developed, and hastily demand a definition of the
raft before one studies or talks about it. However, this seems to
be a time when we should be patient about the status quo of raft
research. We will obtain a correct definition of the raft when we
really understand the membrane domain that is now vaguely
called the ‘‘raft domain’’. To this end, we need a working
definition for the ‘‘raft’’, and we have to make it useful for
investigations of rafts. Therefore, in the context of seeing the
membrane as a non-ideal liquid mixture of molecules with
various levels of miscibilities, and also considering that the raft
domains are involved in assembling molecules, we propose
calling a molecular complex a ‘‘raft’’ when it involves more
than two molecules (namely three or more molecules) and
when its formation requires the interactions of cholesterol and a
saturated alkyl chain(s). This working definition may be
surprising for many researchers, because it includes very small
molecular complexes as rafts. However, it is logical as well as
useful, in the sense that it does not preclude anything without
specific reasons (two-molecule complexes were excluded from
the raft in this definition because one molecule is cholesterol,
and so the binding of another molecule would not contribute to
enhancing molecular interactions or concentrating molecules).
1.4. Let us stop calling DRM raft, but call it DRM
With regard to the definition of the raft domains given in
Section 1.3 above, a comment here on the cold detergent-
resistant membrane fraction (DRM, more specifically, the low-
density fractions after the sucrose density gradient ultracentri-
fugation of a cell extract obtained by a treatment with a neutral
detergent solution at 4 -C) would be worthwhile. The
partitioning of a molecule in the liquid-ordered domain in
artificial model membranes (mostly examined at around room
temperature, abbreviated here as RT, rather than at 4 -C)
somehow correlates well with its recovery in the DRM fraction
(obtained at around 4 -C, and thus having nothing to do with
the phase diagram determined at higher temperatures), for
unknown reasons [11,12]. This inspired the thought that the
lipid raft domain in the membrane is the domain in the liquid-
ordered phase, and that a strong correlation exists between the
molecules recovered in the DRM fraction and those partitioned
into raft domains in the membrane [13]. This has even reached
the point in which the DRM association of a molecule has been
accepted widely as the biochemical definition of its being a
raft-associating molecule. However, there is no direct evidence
that a molecule associated with the DRM fraction mostly
resides in raft domains in the membrane in situ. Rather, cold-
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micron) precipitation of raftophilic molecules [14,15].
The following is our opinion on how to deal with the
relationships between the DRM association and the raft
partitioning of a molecule in the plasma membrane. It will
still be correct that the DRM association of a molecule
indicates a good possibility that it is associated with the raft
domains in the plasma membrane, and that the determination of
DRM association is a good starting point for investigating a
molecule’s raft association in the plasma membrane. However,
one has to clearly understand that DRM fractions and rafts are
likely to be quite different. It is perfectly reasonable to treat
molecules that show a tendency for DRM association as raft-
candidate molecules, but one has to realize that the DRM
association of a molecule does not directly imply its raft
association in the membrane. Therefore, DRM-associating
molecules should not be called ‘‘raft’’ molecules. This loose
terminology in the lipid-raft literature, in particular, in the
biochemistry and immunology literature, is causing much
confusion in raft-domain research [16]. The DRM-associating
molecules could simply be called ‘‘DRM molecules’’, or
perhaps ‘‘raft-candidate molecules’’ or ‘‘raftophilic molecules’’
may be acceptable [17,18].
In addition, the DRM association has to be described
quantitatively, which is rarely done in the literature. For the
majority of ‘‘DRM’’ molecules described in the literature, less
than half of the total amounts of these molecules were
associated with the DRM fractions. Therefore, another impor-
tant reminder is that the ‘‘DRM molecules’’ described in the
literature may actually be associated more frequently with non-
DRM than DRM fractions. To determine the level of DRM
association of a molecule in the literature (even semiquantita-
tively), the information contained in the abstract of the paper is
usually insufficient, and one has to look at the actual data with
the hope that the gel-patterns presented in the figures are
representative and reveal the actual amounts of DRM
association. This situation in raft research urgently needs to
be improved.
Furthermore, many biochemical reports conclude that the
level of DRM association changed, based on incorrect
normalization methods. Often, the total amount of protein in
each SDS-PAGE lane is normalized to be the same. However,
in the cases where the changes in the raft-association of a
molecule are investigated, if such a normalization method is
employed, then the changes in the partitioning (between DRM
and non-DRM) of the target molecule cannot be evaluated (it
shows how the relative amount with regard to all of the other
molecules in the lane has changed, and so if, for example,
much more actin is recovered in the DRM fraction after
stimulation, then the amount of the molecule of interest in the
DRM fraction may appear to be decreased after stimulation,
even when the actual amount either did not change or even
increased). A correct comparison can be made by loading an
SDS-PAGE lane with the equal ‘‘volume’’ from each fraction
(or the total protein in each fraction) after sucrose-gradient
centrifugation and keeping all of the conditions the same before
and after stimulation. Regarding ‘‘keeping all of the conditionsthe same’’, it is particularly important to keep both the total
number and the density of cells used for the experiments
constant because, when cold detergent extraction is carried out,
both the concentration of the detergent and the ratio of the cell
number/detergent concentration have to remain the same. In the
absence of these precautions, reports of changes of DRM
association are not useful.
We would add the following two remarks, which may be
useful for extrapolating the results obtained with DRM to the
raft-related events in the cell membrane. First, even if only half
of a species is localized into raft domains, if raft domains
occupy only a small portion of the cell membrane, say 10% of
the membrane area, the molecule may be 10-fold more
concentrated in the raft domains [18]. Second, if the raft size
is below the optical diffraction limit, even if a fluorophore is
more concentrated in the raft area, the raft may not be
detectable as a clear fluorescent spot: for example, assuming
the spread of the diffraction-limited spot to be 300 nm across
and the diameter of the raft to be 30 nm, a 20-fold
concentration of a fluorophore in the 30-nm raft would yield
a 300-nm fluorescent spot with a signal intensity only a 20%
greater than the background, which may be masked by the
instrument noise and overall variations of the fluorescence
intensity in the cell membrane. This could be restated that our
inability to detect raft domains by optical microscopy may be
due either to the absence of the raft domains or to the size
smaller than the optical diffraction limit.
2. Are there raft domains in steady-state cells in the absence
of extracellular stimulation?
2.1. Standard immunofluorescence or immunoelectron
microscopy failed to detect raft-like domains in the plasma
membrane of steady-state cells
In steady-state cells (in the absence of extracellular
stimulation), membrane domains of several hundred nan-
ometers or greater in diameter have not been detected, using
conventional immunofluorescence or immunoelectron micros-
copy. This suggests that the raft domains are small, and/or that
the number of a single species of raft-candidate molecules
localized in a single raft domain may be very small (consider a
situation where a single raft domain may contain 5 raftophilic
protein molecules, but they are all different).
There have been reports suggesting the presence of micron-
sized raft domains, but, except for three reports (described in
the next paragraph), these experiments always include at least
one crosslinking step either by multivalent probes such as IgG
antibodies or by chemical crosslinkers such as paraformalde-
hyde (a process often called chemical fixation), and/or involve
a step of lowering the temperature. These experiments
involving crosslinking processes will be reviewed in the next
section, but these results indicate that the micron-sized raft
domains were not present in steady-state cells, but were
induced by the crosslinking of raft-associating molecules or
by the cold-enhanced assembly of molecules ([19]; such an
assembly includes that due to exclusion from solidified
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been observed, but these can also be classified as induced rafts,
as the cells were already actively engaged in crawling [20,21],
an indication that the cells have already been activated.
Putative micron-sized raft domains in steady-state cells
visualized without crosslinking step in specimen preparations
have been reported, although the number of reports is very
limited (three, to the knowledge of us). (1) Using a fluorescent
6-acyl-2-dimethylaminonaphthalene (laurdan) probe, which
exhibits spectral changes depending on the lipid alkyl chain
order around the probe, Gaus et al. imaged the cell membrane
by mapping an order parameter in each pixel [22], and found
that the cell membrane is enriched in the micron-sized
domains with higher lipid chain order, and that the micro-
domains with higher alkyl chain order were reduced after
partial cholesterol depletion. However, it is not clear if these
domains are enriched in sphingolipids/cholesterol/glycopho-
sphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored proteins or transmembrane
proteins. It has been shown by many authors that concentra-
tion of transmembrane proteins strongly enhances the alkyl
chain order [17]. For the clarification of molecular composi-
tions in these ordered domains found here, we are anxious to
see the development of microscope-based laser mass spec-
trometry, which can determine the molecular composition in a
domain greater than the diffraction-limited size by vaporizing
the molecules in the domain. Such instrument would be
extremely useful in understanding the mechanisms for a
variety of membrane functions, because many membrane
functions are likely supported by microdomains in the
membrane. (2) Schu¨tz et al. found that the Cy5-dimyristoyl-
phosphatidylethanolamine (Cy5-DMPE) probe incorporated in
a smooth muscle cell in culture exhibited large domains where
these probes were concentrated, and suggested that these
represent raft domains [23]. However, Cy5-DMPE probe is
not expected to exhibit preferential partitioning in putative raft
domains. Although the nature of Cy5-DMPE-concentrated
domains is unknown, the presence of such domains may be
related to the abundance of caveolae in the smooth muscle
cells. (3) Malinska et al. visualized the presence of submicron-
sized stable ‘‘raft’’ domains in the cell membrane of live yeast
cells, by imaging putative raft-partitioning transporter proteins
conjugated to GFP [24]. While this finding is interesting, we
are concerned about the formation of dimers and greater
oligomers of these GFP-conjugated transporter molecules
induced by the association of GFP. Since the effective local
concentration of membrane molecules, due to the low (two)
dimensionality of the membrane, is much higher than the bulk
concentration in the three-dimensional space, the use of
monomeric GFP developed by Zacharias et al. is highly
recommended [25].
2.2. Micron-sized raft domains may be induced by
antibody-triggered clustering of raftophilic molecules, even
after chemical fixation
In many protocols for immunofluorescence or immunoelec-
tron visualization of the distribution of specific molecules onthe cell surface, the cell is first fixed using paraformaldehyde
and/or glutaraldehyde, and then it is labeled with the specific
antibodies or ligands. This might not work very well for
imaging the distribution of raftophilic molecules, because the
use of low concentrations of paraformaldehyde, which is
generally assumed to ‘‘fix’’ the amino-containing molecules at
their intrinsic locations, actually may enhance the clustering of
raftophilic molecules upon the addition of multivalent anti-
bodies and ligands, rather than blocking the redistribution of
these molecules in situ [26–28]. Paraformaldehyde-induced
enhancement of the antibody-triggered formation of micron-
sized domains may occur due to the two-step enhancement of
cluster formation: first, small clusters may be induced by
paraformaldehyde, and second, the small clusters may then be
efficiently gathered to form large patches by the binding
antibodies.
For example, using electron microscopy, Mayor et al. [26]
found that immunogold probes for many GPI-anchored
proteins formed patches when the cells were fixed with 3%
paraformaldehyde for 20 min at RT, but that these patches
could not be seen when the fixation was carried out for 60 min
or with the further addition of 0.3% glutaraldehyde. Prior et al.
[29], in their investigations using quantitative immunoelectron
microscopy to determine the raft domain size from the
correlation of spatial distribution of colloidal gold probes
attached to raftophilic molecules, found that the domain size
changed from 60 nm to 44 nm, when the fixation medium was
changed from 4% paraformaldehyde alone to that with 0.1%
glutaraldehyde (RT, 20 min). They further confirmed that
raising the fixation temperature to 37 -C did not alter the
results. This is consistent with the concept that paraformalde-
hyde alone might induce clustering as well as fixation (with
regard to the biological content of this report, readers are
referred to their more recent, very important conclusion that
the raft size they determined from the distribution of an H-
Ras-derivative tH-GFP is around 15 nm, when the geometry
of IgG on colloidal gold particles is considered [29a]).
Consistent with these results, Wiederkehr et al. [30] and Laux
et al. [31] found that large patches of GAP43, CAP23, and
MARCKS (a large majority of each molecule was recovered
in the DRM fraction), colocalized with PIP2, were formed
when the cell (COS-7) was fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde
(30 min at 37 -C followed by 3–5 h at 4 -C), but the patch
size was reduced when the cell was fixed with cold methanol
(70 -C) and that the patches disappeared when paraformal-
dehyde was replaced with glutaraldehyde.
2.3. The sizes of rafts in the plasma membrane of the
steady-state cell may be of the order of 10 nm or less
Sharma et al. [32], using fluorescence lifetime imaging
microscopy based on homo-FRET (FRET between two of the
same fluorescent molecules) between GPI-anchored proteins,
folate receptor or GFP-GPI, showed that 20–40% of these
proteins may be in cholesterol-dependent clusters smaller than
pentamers (<5 nm), with the remaining 60–80% existing as
monomers [32,33]. Such low clustering levels of raftophilic
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detecting hetero-FRET (FRET between two different dye
molecules) between raftophilic molecules. Due to the low
clustering levels of GPI-anchored proteins or raftophilic
molecules, the detection of hetero-FRET appears to strongly
depend on the molecules, the cells, the relative concentration of
the fluorescent probe molecule among other raftophilic
molecules, the size of the region where the measurements
were made, and other subtle variations in the experimental
protocols among different laboratories [34–39].
Direct evaluations of the raft size have been carried out in a
series of elegant quantitative immunoelectron microscopy
studies by Prior, Parton, and Hancock ([29,29a,40]; Plowman,
S., Muncke, C., Parton, R., and Hancock, J. F., personal
communication). First, they greatly enhanced the labeling
efficiency of their target molecules with their colloidal gold
probes (probably over 50%), by employing 4-nm diameter gold
particles with careful tuning of the antibody conjugation
method. Second, the images showing the distribution of gold
probes bound to various raftophilic molecules (mostly local-
ized on the inner surface of the membrane, like H- and K-Ras)
were digitized and subjected to a statistical analysis of Ripley’s
K function to detect the non-random distribution of the gold
probes. They initially found 40-nm-diameter raft domains that
concentrate raftophilic molecules, like H-Ras’ tail domain
conjugated to GFP (without the activation of the cell).
However, this was further refined recently by considering the
geometry of the bound IgG with respect to the gold particles,
which gave 15 nm as the diameter of the steady-state rafts
[29a,40].
The translational diffusion rates of raftophilic and non-
raftophilic molecules were compared by Vrljic et al. [41,42]
and Kenworthy et al. [43], who found that the diffusion rates
were not different between these types of molecules in most
cases, and that even when they were different, raft partitioning
was not the reason for the difference. One might think that this
result should be expected from the hydrodynamic diffusion
theory of Saffman and Delbru¨ck [44], which predicts that the
diffusion coefficient very weakly depends on the diffusant size
in the two-dimensional continuum [44–46]; single-molecule
diffusion of non-raftophilic molecules and raft-diffusion of
raftophilic molecules trapped in the raft would take place at
very similar rates. We disagree with this interpretation. This
argument neglects the partitioning of the plasma membrane and
the hop diffusion of membrane molecules, which could not be
directly observed in these observations, due to the lack of time
resolution (even with single-molecule tracking, Vrljic et al.
[41,42]) or to the ensemble averaging over all molecules under
observation (FRAP, Kenworthy et al. [43]). As explained in
Box 1, the translational diffusion coefficient is a very sensitive
monitor of changes in the diffusant size in the partitioned
plasma membrane. Thus, if one assumes that the diffusion of
raftophilic molecules reflects, at a certain level, that of the raft
itself, then since Vrljic et al. [41,42] and Kenworthy et al. [43]
did not find any systematic difference in the diffusion
coefficient between raftophilic and non-raftophilic molecules,
one would have to conclude that the raft size is very small.The raft size could be evaluated based on the average gap
distance between the picket proteins bound to the membrane
skeleton fence (see Box 1). Previously, it was estimated to be
of the order of 2–9 nm (3–10 nm on average for the space
between the two pickets, but since transmembrane proteins
tend to exclude cholesterol from their boundary regions, the
gap size for a raft is expected to be smaller, 2–9 nm, see Fig.
2 of Kusumi et al. [17]). Since Vrljic et al. [41,42] and
Kenworthy et al. [43] found practically the same diffusion
coefficients for both raftophilic and non-raftophilic molecules,
the steady-state raft size should be smaller than 2 nm (and/or
the raft lifetime should be much shorter than the average
residency time, perhaps of the order of 1 ms or less). Since the
diameter of the two-lipid molecular complex is already of the
order of 1 nm, our estimate of the raft size would be 1–2 nm.
However, the raft size of 1–2 nm estimated here is
inconsistent with the 15-nm size evaluated by the group of
Hancock and Parton, as described above. A reconciliation of
this 10-fold difference in size will be discussed in Section 2.4
(also see Box 2).
McConnell and his colleagues have advanced the concept of
the condensation complex of cholesterol and saturated phos-
pholipids [59–65], which might consist of 15–30 molecules
[64]. The relationship between the condensation complex and
rafts has not been clarified.
Aderson and Jacobson [66] proposed the model of a ‘‘lipid-
shell’’ surrounding raft-associating protein molecules, based on
the protein/lipid molar ratio in the DRM fraction (1/80). Eighty
molecules of lipids would occupy a lipid region with an overall
diameter of 7 nm in a single (outer) leaflet of the bilayer
(assuming about a 1:1 molar ratio of polar lipids and
cholesterol), which would work as a shell for a raftophilic
protein. These numbers are consistent with those for the above
models.
Our major concern about the shell model (let us temporarily
stop worrying about the difference between DRM and in situ
raft) and any other models that assume the involvement of
many lipid molecules in a steady-state raft is that our
knowledge on the molecular interactions in the membrane is
limited to those for molecules that are in contact with each
other (for example, the residency time of a lipid in the
boundary region around the transmembrane protein is known
to be limited to about 0.1 As [17,67,68]), and that we have little
knowledge about the long-range interactions that could hold
many lipid molecules, particularly those around GPI-anchored
proteins. More extensive research using reconstituted mem-
branes of GPI-anchored proteins employing spin-label EPR
and deuteron NMR spectroscopies would be highly desirable to
resolve this issue. Our prejudice is that, for long-range orders,
additional mechanisms are required that stabilize the dimers or
great clusters of GPI-anchored molecules or other raftophilic
molecules, e.g. conformational changes of GPI-anchored
proteins that induce their clustering or the presence of lectin-
like molecules that crosslink raftophilic molecules: in steady
state cells, since these additional mechanisms are absent, the
raft domains may be very small and/or transient; when such
mechanisms are induced, larger stabilized rafts would appear.
Fig. 1. Schematic models showing how paraformaldehyde and glutaraldehyde
fixation might take place. (A) Chemical structure of glutaraldehyde polymers.
(B) One of the major differences between these two chemical fixatives lies in
the crossbridge length. The crossbridges that glutaraldehyde forms are much
longer than those made by paraformaldehyde. In the middle and bottom figures,
three mechanisms for the slowing of diffusion are indicated: (1) oligomer
formation of membrane proteins, which will lead to a dramatic drop in the hop
frequency of these oligomers across the compartment boundaries (oligomer-
ization-induced trapping); (2) crosslinking of proteins in the actin-based
membrane skeleton, which will stabilize the membrane skeleton mesh, and thus
reduce the hop rates for all of the molecules in the membrane; and (3) covalent
linking of membrane molecules to the actin-based membrane skeleton, which
will block the rotational diffusion of linked membrane molecules as well as
increase the number of anchored transmembrane proteins, reducing the
macroscopic diffusion of membrane molecules.
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explain the discrepancy in the raft size
The 1–2 nm raft size is derived from the size that could fit
into the gap between two transmembrane protein pickets
anchored to and lined up along the membrane skeleton fence,
and thus it is related to the size in the hydrophobic domain. The
15-nm raft size is based on immunogold binding to hydrophilic
protein moieties, and this size is consistent with the small
clusters of GPI-anchored proteins observed by Sharma et al.
([32]; for better consistency with the cluster size of GPI-
anchored proteins [32] and for simplicity of presentation and
memory, we will use 10 nm rather than 15 nm in the remaining
part of the present review). Therefore, these data are consistent
with a mushroom- (for those existing in a single layer of the
membrane) or dumbbell- (for those spanning the whole
membrane) type shape of the steady-state raft, with a size of
about 10 nm in the hydrophilic part and 1–2 nanometers in the
hydrophobic part (Box 2). The adoption of such a raft shape is
probably facilitated by the flexibility of the glycochains that
link the protein moiety and the phosphatidylinositol moiety,
allowing the assembly of saturated chains of GPI and
cholesterol somewhere beneath the cluster of the protein
moieties (Box 2, also see below). Furthermore, since the
protein moiety is flexibly connected to the hydrophobic core
region of the raft, the cluster of the protein moieties is likely to
undergo rapid confined thermal oscillative motion on the
membrane surface with respect to the hydrophobic raft core
(which should undergo much slower diffusion due to the 100-
fold higher viscosity in the membrane), which would allow for
the rapid passage of the cluster of the GPI-anchored protein’s
peptide moieties through the gap between two protruding
extracellular hydrophilic domains of transmembrane-protein
pickets.
3. Biophysical view of chemical fixation of raftophilic
molecules
3.1. Basic mechanisms of chemical fixation with
paraformaldehyde and glutaraldehyde
Chemical fixation using aqueous solutions of paraformal-
dehyde or glutaraldehyde is achieved by extensive crosslinking
of biological molecules in the cell. When paraformaldehyde
powder is dissolved in water for the purpose of biological
fixation, it is customary that pH of the solution is adjusted to
more or less neutral values while the mixture of the powder and
solution is heated over 60 -C. Under these conditions,
paraformaldehyde basically becomes formaldehyde monomers
(HCHO) [75]. Some polymers may be formed later if the
solution is kept at room temperature for prolonged periods, but
how these polymers take part in the chemical crosslinking
reaction is not well known. Under normal conditions, it is
expected that the major component of the paraformaldehyde
solution we use is formaldehyde (more precisely, the majority
of formaldehyde reacts with water to form methylene glycol,
but this would not affect the later discussion, and so, tosimplify the argument, throughout this review, we will describe
that the formaldehyde itself is the basic reactant). Meanwhile,
glutaraldehyde solution is found to always contain glutaralde-
hyde polymers, although the size distribution for the polymers
has not been clarified yet (see Fig. 1A) [75,76].
The crosslinking reaction scheme with glutaraldehyde is
simple. All of the aldehyde groups in the oligomers (and also
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groups [75,77], and thus if the biological molecules contain
more than one amine groups, glutaraldehyde could form
extensive network of crosslinked molecules.
The reaction of formaldehyde is much more complex and
has not been totally understood [78–82]. It can react with the
sulfhydryl group of cysteine to form methylol (SCH2OH),
which can in turn react with arginine, Formaldehyde could
react with arginine, tryptophan, histidine, and lysine in peptide
chains, and the amine at the free amino terminal of a peptide
[82]. These modified amino acids in the peptide form several
different intermediates, depending on the amino acid, and the
second-step reaction with amino acids in another peptide is
more complex and often sequence sensitive. Representative
amino acids that tend to react with the modified amino acids
are tyrosine, arginine, and the N-terminal amino group. Other
amino acids, such as asparagines, glutamine, histidine, and
tryptophan, could react, but probably more slowly [82]. How
formaldehyde reacts with lipids is unknown.
Glutaraldehyde is generally a more potent crosslinker than
paraformaldehyde. A glutaraldehyde monomer is already a
crosslinker with two reacting groups, and it exists as a mixture
of monomers, and polymers of various lengths [75,76].
Therefore, due to long reaches and conformational flexibility
of polymers, glutaraldehyde polymers can crosslink amine
groups located quite far from each other. Meanwhile, although
a paraformaldehyde solution is also likely to contain both
monomers and polymers, since the polymers will not be able to
crosslink, paraformaldehyde can crosslink only when two
molecules are very close to each other [81,82] Therefore,
glutaraldehyde may crosslink amine-containing membrane
molecules more extensively (Fig. 1).
3.2. Chemical fixation methods for cultured cells to inhibit
antibody-triggered artificial redistribution of raftophilic
molecules
Mayor et al. [26] observed the colocalization of GPI-
anchored proteins, folate receptor, decay accelerating factor
(CD55), and Thy-1, under various conditions using immuno-
fluorescence microscopy. The experimental procedures and
analyses described in this report in many respects represent the
benchmark for such studies. The following are the two key
points with regard to chemical fixation described in this work.
(1) Higher concentrations of paraformaldehyde (over 3%)
and prolonged reaction periods (over 1 h) should be used. The
inclusion of 0.1–0.5% glutaraldehyde in the fixation medium
is preferable. The normal paraformaldehyde fixation protocols
(concentrations often below 2%, fixation period less than 20
min) employed in many studies may not be sufficient to block
the diffusion and clustering of raftophilic molecules. Even
worse, they tend to facilitate the clustering of GPI-anchored
proteins, rather than blocking it, when multivalent labeling
reagents, such as fluorescently labeled antibodies, are added.
To block the redistribution of GPI-anchored proteins by
chemical fixation, Mayor et al. [26] used 3% paraformaldehyde
for over 1 h or with the inclusion of 0.3–0.5% glutaraldehyde(20–30 min, both at RT). However, these fixation conditions
have to be tested out for individual experimental systems. For
example, Prior and his colleagues employed 0.1% glutaralde-
hyde in their quantitative immunoelectron microscopy studies
[29,29a,40].
(2) The temperature during fixation should be between 25
and 37 -C. Since lowering the temperature would change the
condensation states of lipids and lipid-anchored proteins (or
promote more ordered ‘‘phases’’), fixation should be carried out
at RT or perhaps at higher temperatures (but below 37 -C), to
avoid the cold-enhanced formation of particular membrane
domains. Meanwhile, at 37 -C, molecular motion in and
around the membrane is fast, which might enhance the
clustering of raftophilic molecules after the addition of the
chemical fixative. Therefore, RT (25 -C) appears to be a
good compromise for avoiding cold-induced clustering and
high-temperature-enhanced molecular motion. It would be
prudent to compare the RT results with those obtained with
fixation at 37 -C [40]. Magee et al. [19] examined the fixation
of GM1 with 4% paraformaldehyde at 0 and 20 -C for 60 min
and at 37 -C for 20 min, by observing the patch formation after
the application of cholera toxin B and its antibodies. Although
GM1 cannot be directly bound by paraformaldehyde, the
redistribution of GM1 by these crosslinking reagents was
blocked under all of these conditions. However, they found that
the T-cell receptor and the Src-family kinase Lck exhibited a
tendency to form patches as the fixation temperature was
lowered.
3.3. Paraformaldehyde fixation may only partially suppress the
diffusion of membrane molecules
Barisas et al. [83], using a FRAP technique, directly
observed the effect of paraformaldehyde treatment (30 min,
RT) on the mobility of MHC class II molecule (transmembrane
protein) on the A20 cell surface (a mouse B-cell lymphoma-
derived cell line). They found that even when they increased
the paraformaldehyde concentration from 0.1 to 2%, the
immobile fraction remained practically the same (40–50%),
whereas the diffusion coefficient of the mobile molecules
decreased by about 20-fold. The authors proposed the
formation of huge molecular complexes of class II molecules
to explain this large reduction. However, if we interpret these
results in terms of more recent concepts of the partitioned
plasma membrane by the membrane skeleton fence and the
transmembrane protein pickets anchored to and lined up along
the membrane skeleton fence, as well as oligomerization-
induced trapping [48] (see Box 1), they can be explained by (1)
the formation of MHC class II oligomers, which will reduce the
hop rate across the compartment boundaries, and/or (2) the
stabilization of the actin-based membrane skeleton mesh by
paraformaldehyde crosslinking, which would further reduce the
chances for MHC class II oligomers to hop across the
compartment boundaries. Both of these consequences of
paraformaldehyde treatment in turn would result in the
reduction of the macroscopic diffusion coefficient of MHC
class II molecules. In fact, greater effects of paraformaldehyde
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diffusion were observed for the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator (CFTR) [84] and GFP-aquaporin 2 [85].
However, the effect on a fluorescent single chain lipid
incorporated in the membrane is limited (4%, RT-30 min) [86].
Furthermore, Barisas et al. [83] observed the suppression of
rotational diffusion after paraformaldehyde treatment, using
phosphorescence anisotropy decay. However, Brown [87],
Cone [88], and Kusumi et al. [89,90] previously made different
observations. They observed rotational diffusion of rhodopsin
in retinal rod outer segment membranes [87–89] and recon-
stituted membranes [90], and examined the effect of fixation by
formaldehyde as well as glutaraldehyde (the use of parafor-
maldehyde and formaldehyde as starting reagents may make
some difference, but after an equilibration period, both
solutions would contain both monomeric and polymeric forms
of formaldehyde. The reaction mechanism is not totally
understood [82], but it is likely that the polymeric forms are
unreactive). Rotational diffusion takes place when molecules in
the cell membrane reorient themselves by thermal movement
(in the case of membrane proteins, consider an axis perpen-
dicular to the membrane placed through the central part of the
protein, and thermal jiggling rotational movement of the
protein around this axis; note that the diffusion of a molecule
in the membrane is a superposition of such reorientational
fluctuation and translational diffusion of a point in two-
dimensional space), and is thus sensitive to local movement,
such as the oscillative reorientation of molecules within a
limited angle, which may take place even when the macro-
scopic diffusion of the molecule is suppressed. The latter
authors all found that formaldehyde fixation barely affected the
rotational diffusion of rhodopsin, whereas glutaraldehyde
greatly suppressed its rotational diffusion.
3.4. How does chemical fixation suppress the diffusion of
membrane molecules?
First, we will consider how to reconcile these entirely
contradictory results: namely, Barisas et al. [83] reported that
paraformaldehyde treatment induced the suppression of rota-
tional diffusion, whereas the older papers reported just the
opposite result [87,88,90]. We think that the key to under-
standing such an apparent discrepancy may be the difference in
the interaction of the actin-based membrane skeleton with the
membranes examined in these studies. The immune cells have
well-developed cortical actin filaments that are associated in
the plasma membrane, and paraformaldehyde may have cross-
linked the MHC class II molecules with the actin membrane
skeleton, which would suppress the rotational diffusion of
these molecules. Meanwhile the rod outer segment membranes
observed by Brown [87] and Cone [88] are mostly intracellular
membranes, and their interactions with actin or other cytoskel-
eton components are expected to be limited. Furthermore, the
reconstituted membranes of rhodopsin and phosphatidylcholine
examined by Kusumi et al. [90] have no membrane skeletal
components. Therefore, crosslinking of the transmembrane
protein rhodopsin with the membrane skeleton would be verylimited or non-existent in these membranes. Furthermore,
Brown [87] found that even the effect of glutaraldehyde was
apparent only when its concentration was raised to 2.5% or
higher, suggesting the difficulty of crosslinking rhodopsin with
other rhodopsin molecules (the majority of the transmembrane
protein in rod outer segment membrane is rhodopsin) or with
the cytoskeletal filaments in these membranes.
Based on these considerations, we propose that the
suppression of membrane protein diffusion by paraformalde-
hyde fixation may be mediated by the membrane skeleton’s
fence effect, its picket effect by way of the transmembrane
proteins anchored to the membrane skeleton (as summarized in
Box 1), and its binding to other transmembrane protein
molecules. The mechanism for the suppression of protein
diffusion by paraformaldehyde treatment may be 3-fold (Fig.
1). (1) The formation of (random) oligomers of membrane
proteins may be induced, which would cause a dramatic drop
in the hop frequency of these oligomers across the compart-
ment boundaries (oligomerization-induced trapping). (2)
Crosslinking of proteins in the actin-based membrane skeleton
may be induced, which would stabilize the membrane skeleton
mesh, thus reducing the hop rates for all of the molecules in the
membrane (however, note that the stabilization of the
membrane skeleton would not affect rotational diffusion). (3)
Covalent linking of membrane molecules to the actin-based
membrane skeleton may be induced, which would reduce the
local reorientational diffusion of membrane molecules, and
would totally block the macroscopic diffusion of membrane
molecules. Taken together, the paraformaldehyde treatment (at
higher concentrations and prolonged periods) is likely to block
the macroscopic diffusion of membrane proteins in the plasma
membrane, and to a lesser extent, the local diffusion within a
compartment, although its effect on protein diffusion is
minimal in the absence of the membrane skeleton.
Then, how can lipid diffusion be suppressed by parafor-
maldehyde treatment [86]? Consider lipid molecules without
any free (primary) amine groups, one of the major targets for
aldehyde binding. These lipids include cholesterol, glyco-
sphingolipids, and some phospholipids such as phosphatidyl-
choline, sphingomyelin, phosphatidylinositol and its
phosphorylated forms, phosphatidylglycerol, and phosphatidic
acid. Therefore, these lipid molecules cannot be directly linked
to other molecules by the paraformaldehyde treatment (form-
aldehyde may react with hydroxyl groups, but it does so only at
much higher temperatures or in the presence of a catalyst).
Paraformaldehyde can bind to phosphatidylethanolamine or
phosphatidylserine, but since these phospholipids have only
one binding site (one free amine group), they tend to inhibit the
formation of paraformaldehyde-mediated polymers, rather than
promoting it. These considerations suggest that the movement
of lipids can only be suppressed by the indirect effect of (1) an
increased number of membrane protein pickets fixed on the
membrane skeleton, and (2) the stabilization of the membrane
skeleton, which are both likely to reduce the hop rates of the
non-crosslinked lipids across the compartment boundaries. In
addition, a third process, perhaps to a lesser extent, might
reduce the diffusion of lipid molecules. (3) Paraformaldehyde
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turn recruit, perhaps transiently, other raftophilic lipid mole-
cules such as cholesterol and sphingolipids, thus reducing the
macroscopic long-term diffusion rates.
Based on these considerations, paraformaldehyde treatment
is unlikely to seriously affect the local movement and
clustering of lipid molecules within a membrane skeleton
mesh (compartment), although it may greatly reduce the
macroscopic diffusion of lipid molecules over many compart-
ments. Therefore, even after paraformaldehyde fixation, the
local clustering of glycosphingolipids is probably possible.
3.5. The inclusion of 0.1–0.5% glutaraldehyde in the fixation
medium is recommended
Hess et al. [91] found patches of expressed hemagglutinin
protein of sizes ranging between 20 and 900 nm, by employing
an approach similar to that by Prior et al. [29], when they fixed
HA expressing cells with 2% paraformaldehyde and 0.02%
glutaraldehyde (RT, 30 min). Under these fixation conditions, it
is somewhat difficult to know whether these clusters are
present at the steady state or induced by crosslinking by the
fixation reagent (as well as by immunogold particles) and the
subsequent coalescence of these clusters. Presumably, in the
presence of higher concentrations of glutaraldehyde, only
smaller clusters might be observed. It would be interesting to
carry out such studies under a variety of fixation conditions to
examine these possibilities (however, since they found an effect
of methyl-h-cyclodextrin on the smaller clusters, the involve-
ment of cholesterol in the formation of some of these patches is
clear from their results).
Wilson et al. [92] fixed RBL-2H3 cells with 2% parafor-
maldehyde at RT for only 7 min, and then labeled the cells with
colloidal gold particles coated with either avidin–biotin–
cholera toxin or anti Thy-1 antibody (followed by post-fixation
with 2% glutaraldehyde). They found clusters of Thy-1 and
GM1, but without colocalization. It is possible that these
clusters may be induced by crosslinking with paraformalde-
hyde as well as colloidal gold probes and the subsequent
assembly of colloidal-gold-induced clusters of Thy-1 or GM1
(i.e., the colloidal gold-induced Thy-1 or GM1 clusters
probably coalesced, but they did so separately; pre-fixation
under the conditions employed here would not totally block
diffusion). However, (1) the readiness with which the
coalescence of Thy-1 clusters or GM1 clusters takes place,
and (2) the non-intermixing way that these two kinds of
clusters coalesce, are remarkable findings.
The major reasons that researchers tend to use low
concentrations of (or no) glutaraldehyde appear to be the
following: (1) Glutaraldehyde treatment tends to block the
binding of antibodies; (2) it raises the background autofluor-
escence; and (3) the use of higher concentrations of glutaral-
dehyde (over 0.5%) sometimes induces fluorescent structures
of a micron scale that do not seem to have any correlation with
the structures seen in electron microscope images. We have
found that the first and second problems can be largely
circumvented by thoroughly washing the specimen before theunreacted aldehyde groups are quenched: an incubation in a
large volume of the washing solution for 3 h, with 12 changes
of the washing medium, appears to work quite well, and
allowed us to raise the glutaraldehyde concentration to 0.3%
(for prefixation) without too much interference from the three
problems listed above. The blocking of unreacted aldehyde
groups by the addition of glycine or other amine containing
hydrophilic molecules appears to alleviate the second problem
(background fluorescence).
3.6. Monovalent immunofluorescence or immunoelectron
microscope probes are very useful in membrane raft research
Bru¨gger et al. [93] developed conditions for the monovalent
labeling of Thy-1 and a prion protein, using Fab fragments of
their antibodies conjugated to colloidal gold particles of 5 or 10
nm in diameter. Such monovalent probes based on the Fab
fragment (and their controlled binding to colloidal gold
particles when these particles are used, also see [49]) will be
particularly useful for membrane raft studies, because the
crosslinking of raft molecules entirely changes the raft
properties. In this study, Bru¨gger et al. [93] applied these
monovalent probes to adult sensory neurons in culture without
prefixation (we would have preferred an incubation at higher
temperatures, rather than 10 -C), and then post-fixed these cells
with 1% paraformaldehyde +1% glutaraldehyde. They found
that the Thy-1 and prion proteins mostly existed in clusters, an
important observation, which suggests that these proteins may
form greater raft domains even in the steady state without
stimulation (except for lowering the temperature to 10 -C), and
that 86% of the prion protein was clustered in domains
containing no Thy-1, although 40% of the Thy-1 gold had a
few molecules of prion protein associated with it. This study
strongly encourages raft researchers to try to develop more
monovalent probes in their efforts to visualize raft domains in
the steady state, without inducing raft coalescence and
stabilization by crosslinking raftophilic molecules. Immunoaf-
finity isolation after extraction of the cells with a non-ionic
detergent Brij 96, which maintains this compositional distri-
bution of prion protein and Thy-1, showed that the prion
protein DRMs contained significantly more unsaturated, longer
chain lipids than the Thy-1 DRMs and had 5-fold higher levels
of hexosylceramide, which may be related to the different
trafficking dynamics of these two proteins.
4. Reconstructing the restless raft world using still images
obtained by immunofluorescence colocalization
experiments
Immunofluorescence colocalization is a standard technique
in cell biology. However, as detailed in this section, in the raft
research field, the low levels of colocalization is common, and
the results appear to be sensitive to subtle differences in the
experimental protocol, suffering from low quantitative repro-
ducibility of the results. Argument is advanced that these
characteristics may be the direct consequences that the raft-
related events often take place very dynamically and transiently.
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colocalization experiments in membrane raft research
For serious immunofluorescence colocalization studies of
two or more raftophilic molecules, the following 4
precautions should be exerted (in addition to the precau-
tions for the chemical fixation process, as described in
Section 3.1).
(1) The colocalization levels between two raftophilic
molecules in the literature were generally lower than those
obtained in similar types of immunofluorescence colocaliza-
tion experiments that examined other types of membrane
domains, such as focal adhesion or cell –cell adhesion
structures. For example, the colocalization levels of GPI-
anchored proteins observed by Mayor et al. [26] were probably
higher than those in many other raft studies, but remained in
the range of 35–55% (even though higher levels of colocaliza-
tion appear to occur by eye). Such low levels of colocalization
already suggest that the raft structures, both before and after
the input of extracellular or intracellular queues, tend to be
smaller and/or short-lived, and/or that the residency time of
each individual raft-constituent molecule in a raft domain is
short. We will come back to this point in Section 5, but
technically, since the colocalization level is lower, it is
important to evaluate the colocalization quantitatively, using
statistical analyses, before drawing any conclusions. At least,
the random colocalization value must be given, as Mayor et al.
[26] did. Such random colocalization values can be conve-
niently obtained by shifting two superimposed images by, say,
1 Am relative to one another [94]. For a different type of
statistical analysis, see [95].
(2) When the fraction of the colocalized spots is described,
one has to specifically state what percentages of molecule A’s
spots are colocalized with molecule B’s spots. This value can
greatly differ from that counted in the reverse way (what
percentage of molecule B’s spots are colocalized with molecule
A’s spots; for example, see Bru¨gger et al. [93]). In many
published studies, the method for counting is not described,
making them less meaningful. We would recommend that
papers always report both fraction A colocalized with B and
fraction B colocalized with A.
(3) When the immunofluorescent colocalization of two
raftophilic molecules is found, the possibility that the
colocalization may occur in clathrin-coated pits and caveolae
should be tested. With this examination, one could tell
whether the colocalization is induced by raft-based interac-
tions or by the coincidental recruitment to the same caveolae
(or clathrin-coated pits). For an example, see Mayor et al.
[26].
(4) Other normal controls, like the partial depletion and
the subsequent replenishment of cholesterol and the obser-
vation of non-raft molecules, such as transferrin receptor and
unsaturated phospholipid, should be performed. The second
control is important to do in addition to the cholesterol
depletion control, as the antibody-induced clustering of
raftophilic molecules may induce membrane undulation and
accumulation in/near the clustered domain [35].4.2. Colocalization of two GPI-anchored proteins
In this section, we review how two types of GPI-anchored
proteins become colocalized, and how robustly the colocaliza-
tion takes place, depending on crosslinking one or both species
and also on different schedules.
4.2.1. Two GPI-anchored proteins become colocalized after
simultaneous crosslinking
Harder et al. [28] simultaneously (but individually)
crosslinked placental alkaline phosphatase (PLAP), Thy-1,
or influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA), and the raft
ganglioside GM1 using antibodies and/or cholera toxin.
The patches of these raft markers overlapped extensively at
12 -C and less extensively at 37 -C, but not on the patches
of non-raft markers, such as the transferrin and LDL
receptors. In this study, it was not clear if the co-patched
spots occurred in clathrin-coated pits. However, caveolae
were not involved, because colocalization also took place in
caveolin-free T-lymphocytes. Mayor et al. [26] found that
when folate receptor, decay accelerating factor, and Thy-1
were simultaneously (a combination of two molecules for
each experiment) crosslinked with antibodies, they became
colocalized at levels 3–5 times greater than the random
colocalization controls. However, in this case, it was likely
that the colocalization of these molecules took place in
caveolae.
4.2.2. Sequential crosslinking of one species of
GPI-anchored protein followed by crosslinking of a second
species without fixation
Few sequential crosslinking experiments have been done.
Mayor et al. [26], using folate receptor and Thy-1 (the order
was permuted), found co-clustering of these molecules after
crosslinking of the second species. Perhaps most of this co-
clustering occurred in caveolae (see their Fig. 3).
4.2.3. Recruitment of non-crosslinked GPI-anchored
proteins to crosslinked GPI-anchored protein clusters
Colocalization experiments were also conducted under
conditions where the second crosslinking was omitted. The
cells were fixed after antibody (or ligand)-induced crosslinking
of a GPI-anchored protein in almost all of these experiments.
Various groups have obtained different results in diverse
systems. Mayor et al. [26] did not detect any colocalization
of the second species (folate receptor or Thy-1) to the
crosslinked first molecular species (Thy-1 or folate receptor,
respectively). Meanwhile, when Harder et al. [28] followed the
redistribution of non-crosslinked PLAP with patched HA or
that of non-crosslinked HA with patched PLAP, they occa-
sionally observed co-clustering of the two, but the co-patching
behavior was quite variable.
Relatedly, after the engagement/clustering of Fc( receptor I
(a transmembrane protein), a GPI-anchored molecule Thy-1
and GM1 were recruited to the Fc( receptor clusters [96–98].
However, when the clustering of Fc( receptor I was induced by
a lipid-anchored antigen incorporated in a supported lipid
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Interestingly, the recruitment of cytoplasmic raftophilic
molecules beneath the clustered raftophilic molecules in the
outer leaflet appears to occur more robustly. Harder et al. [28]
found that the crosslinking of PLAP, which is located in the
outer leaflet of the plasma membrane, induced the recruitment
of the Src-family tyrosine kinase Fyn, which is anchored in the
cytoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane via two saturated
alkyl (one myristoyl and one palmitoyl) chains. These two
alkyl chains may promote the partitioning of Fyn into raft
domains with concentrated saturated alkyl chains beneath the
PLAP clusters. This result is very interesting, because the
cytoplasmic leaflet does not contain appreciable amounts of
sphingomyelin and it is not clear how the outer-leaflet raft
domains recruited Fyn beneath them in the inner leaflet. Gri et
al. [100] also found that the patching of outer-leaflet molecules,
such as GM1, GM3, and CD59, induces the redistribution of
CFP anchored to the inner leaflet via two saturated (myristoyl
and palmitoyl) chains into patches that colocalized with the
outer-leaflet clusters in a cholesterol-dependent manner. They
also found that the clustering of T-cell receptor does this as
well, but in a cholesterol-independent manner. Parmryd et al.
[95] found the recruitment of LAT, Ras and GFP conjugated to
the PH domain of PLCy1 to crosslinked GM1.
In conclusion, when two GPI-anchored proteins are
simultaneously crosslinked, they tend to become colocalized
although, in the presence of caveolae, the crosslinked GPI-
anchored proteins might be quickly recruited to caveolae.
Sequential crosslinking has not been studied extensively. In the
presence of clusters of raftophilic proteins, other species of
(non-crosslinked) GPI anchored proteins may become coloca-
lized, but the results are variable, and even if the colocalization
does occur, it does so at low levels.
4.3. Colocalization of cholera-toxin B-tagged GM1 and
raftophilic proteins
In this subsection, the examination done in the previous
subsection is expanded to the cases where one of the GPI-
anchored proteins is replaced with a glycosphingolipid GM1.
The literature search will clarify that (1) when two species of
raftophilic molecules are simultaneously crosslinked, they
show colocalization, and that (2) when either a GPI-anchored
protein or GM1 is crosslinked, the recruitment of the other
uncrosslinked raftophilic species may not be observed
reproducibly.
The distribution of GM1 is generally observed with the
pentavalent B-subunit of cholera toxin (CTB), which thus may
collect five GM1 molecules. Since no direct crosslinking of
GM1 is possible with paraformaldehyde or glutaraldehyde, the
local motion of GM1 cannot be blocked even after a treatment
with these reagents, and thus when GM1 is monitored with
CTB (even when CTB is applied to the cells after fixation), the
observed behavior is likely to represent that of oligomers (up to
pentamers) of GM1. Modified CTBs with lower valencies have
not been available.4.3.1. GM1 and raftophilic proteins become colocalized after
simultaneous crosslinking
When Thy-1 and GM1 were simultaneously crosslinked in
Jurkat T cells (GM1 crosslinking with CTB, caveolin-free
cells), they became colocalized [28]. Marwali et al. [101]
observed the colocalization of CTB-GM1 with pre-crosslinked
Thy-1 (see their Fig. 7; the protocol here was in fact a mixture
of simultaneous and sequential crosslinking).
4.3.2. Variable levels of colocalization between GM1 and
GPI-anchored proteins when either of the two was crosslinked
Fra et al. [102] found that non-crosslinked Thy-1 and GM1
were not recruited to pre-crosslinked GM1 and Thy-1,
respectively, in caveolin-free T-cell hybridoma 2B2318 cells.
Consistently, when the raftophilic T-cell receptor was cross-
linked by 4.5-Am beads coated with anti-CD3 antibody, GM1
was not concentrated at a greater level than the non-raftophilic
molecules (the apparent concentration was ascribed to mem-
brane convolution beneath the large beads) [35].
Meanwhile, some researchers obtained results just opposite
to those described above: GM1 clusters recruited non-cross-
linked raftophilic molecules, including CD59 [103,104].
Marwali et al. [101] found that the capped region of GM1
induced the assembly of LFA-1, but not T-cell receptor or
cholesterol, on the CTL surface (fixation after GM1 capping
was carried out with 4% paraformaldehyde, but the duration
and temperature for fixation were not stated), but upon the
formation of immunological synapses, GM1, LFA-1, and T-cell
receptor exhibited similar types of concentration in immuno-
logical synapses (cholesterol was also concentrated, but the
pattern was different). Viola et al. [105] detected the assembly
of GM1 at the co-clustering sites of T-cell receptor and CD28.
As described above, Baird’s group obtained mixed results:
after the engagement/clustering of Fc( receptor I (a transmem-
brane protein), GM1 was recruited to the Fc( receptor clusters
[96–98], but not to those induced by a lipid-anchored antigen
incorporated in a supported lipid bilayer [99].
The simplest summary for the results described in Sections
4.2 and 4.3 may be as follows. (1) When two species of
raftophilic molecules are simultaneously crosslinked, they
show colocalization (although the quantitative level of coloca-
lization may vary under different conditions), despite the use of
a procedure in which they are crosslinked individually. (2)
When one species of raftophilic molecule is crosslinked and
then the recruitment of another molecular species of raftophilic
molecules is observed (without crosslinking), the results are
variable (even when the experiments are done by the same
researchers or in the same laboratory; for example, see [28]),
and colocalization is more difficult to detect.
4.4. The results of immunofluorescence colocalization
experiments for raftophilic molecules are not robust, and are
very sensitive to subtle differences in experimental conditions
As indicated in the previous sections, immunofluores-
cence colocalization data using raftophilic molecules do not
seem to yield very robust results. First, as described in
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only 3- to 5-fold greater than that in random controls
[26,95]. Second, the general impression of colocalization
data for raftophilic molecules is that the results are difficult
to reproduce: they appear to be sensitive to subtle
differences in experimental conditions, protocols, and the
types of molecules and cells that were used. The sensitivity
of colocalization to the state of oligomerization of raftophilic
molecules is interesting, but again the sensitivity is
somewhat delicate. Many investigators in this field have
experienced difficulties in reproducing data obtained by other
laboratories, although the differences tend to be quantitative,
rather than contradictory, in most cases (for example 40%
colocalization in one lab and 20% in another lab, perhaps
leading to the conclusions of colocalization and non-
colocalization, respectively).
5. Transient colocalization of raftophilic molecules: possible
explanation for the non-robustness in colocalization
experiments
We believe that such non-robustness of the data (or
experimental difficulty) may be deeply rooted in the transient
nature of raft–raft interactions, assuming that the rather
stringent experimental protocols required for colocalization
experiments, as described in detail in Sections 3.1 and 4.1, are
adequately satisfied. Namely, we propose an explanation for
the non-robustness of the colocalization data, based on the
short time scales of interaction (Fig. 2). The interaction of two
steady-state rafts may be basically weak, unless some
stabilization mechanism is triggered by an extracellular or
intracellular signal, and thus the interaction between two
steady-state rafts or two raftophilic molecules may be transient,
although the actual time scales have not been determined. The
duration of colocalization (binding or coalescence) would be
particularly short when the second molecular species is not
crosslinked (Fig. 2, left), but even when two clusters areFig. 2. Model of the dynamic recruitment of raftophilic molecules, with or witho
robustness in immunofluorescence colocalization experiments using chemically fixe
one after another, to a cluster of GPI-anchored proteins. If these dynamic colocaliza
the observed colocalization level may be low and near the detectability limit, m
Detectability of colocalization may depend on the efficiency of chemical crosslinking
both of the observed molecular species are clustered, colocalization is observed at mu
the following dynamic recruitment model: the efficiency of chemical fixation of the
much higher after crosslinking of the second molecule, because the duration of colseparately crosslinked, their binding/coalescence to each other
may be short-lived (Fig. 2, right). Note that the brevity of the
association would not mean that such an association is
unimportant. On the contrary, we believe that brevity may be
the soul of the signal transduction mechanism (this argument
will be published elsewhere).
These results are consistent with the mushroom and
dumbbell models for the steady state rafts (Box 2). Unless a
protein–protein interaction between two rafts is triggered,
the lipid-based interactions between two rafts may be weak,
because the protein moiety of the GPI-anchored protein is
greater than the area that the lipid molecules associated with
the raft could cover. Once the lipid-based interaction
between two rafts is initiated by a protein–protein interac-
tion, the lipid-based interaction would greatly help to
stabilize the coalesced rafts.
If one chemically fixes such dynamic membrane systems,
then the level of colocalization will depend on both the
frequency and duration of the molecular interactions, and thus
colocalization experiments will become very sensitive to
experimental details. This may be true for a case where both
of the two molecular species are crosslinked (Fig. 2, right), and
even more so when the second molecular species is not
crosslinked (Fig. 2, left).
The proposal for the occurrence of a transient association of
two rafts is supported by the experiments carried out by
Shvartsman et al. [106]. These authors tried to observe the
interaction between two antigenically distinct influenza HA
proteins: a wild-type transmembrane HA and a GPI-anchored
HA. They already knew that biochemical and immunofluores-
cence methods did not reveal any association between these two
molecular species. They developed a clever approach for
detecting the interaction of a crosslinked immobile molecular
species with a non-crosslinked molecular species. In live cells
that coexpressed these two proteins, they used FRAP to measure
the lateral diffusion rate of wild-type HA before and after the
aggregation of GPI-HA into immobile patches. They found thatut crosslinking, to a cluster of raftophilic molecules, explaining the lack of
d cells. Different species of raftophilic molecules may be recruited transiently,
tion events are visualized by immunofluorescence after chemical fixation, then
aking the colocalization detection sensitive to small experimental variations.
, the temperature, and the crosslinking and chemical fixation procedures. When
ch higher rates than when only one of the two species is clustered. This suggests
second molecule, at the stabilized raft of the first clustered molecule, becomes
ocalization will be prolonged after the clustering of the second molecule.
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wild-type HA, suggesting the transient binding of individual
wild-type HA molecules to crosslinked GPI-HA.
The concept that some raft-raft associations may be transient
by nature, in the absence of the initiation of a specific
stabilization mechanism, also suggests the possibility that a
variety of important short-term interactions between raftophilic
molecules exist that may be missed in immunofluorescence
colocalization experiments and biochemical pull-down assays.
Such dynamic on–off interactions or rapid association–
dissociation may lie at the edge of the detectability limit of
static immuno-colocalization observations, which involve theBox 1
Partitioning of the plasma membrane, hop diffusion of membra
membrane compartment
A paradigm shift of the concept of the plasma me
molecules in the plasma membrane has been proposed [
Box) is that the entire plasma membrane is partitioned
between 30 and 230 nm (depending on the cell type
incorporated in the plasma membrane undergo short-term
term hop diffusion between the compartments, with an a
case of a phospholipid molecule (again depending on th
The compartment boundaries are composed of the act
transmembrane proteins anchored to and lined up along t
Fig. 1. Paradigm shift for the concept of the plasma membrane structure, from
membrane–skeleton ‘‘fence’’ and the transmembrane protein ‘‘pickets’’ anchored
concept of the plasma membrane structure in spatial scales larger than 10 nm m
fluid, in which the membrane constituent molecules undergo short-term-confine
compartments. The fluid-mosaic model of the plasma membrane of Singer and Ni
is about the size of the original cartoon model in Singer and Nicolson’s classic
influence of the partitioning of the plasma membrane. (B) (left) Membrane–s
average gap between immobilized anchored pickets is thought to be 3–10 nm, o
gap may be 2–9 nm, due to the exclusion of cholesterol from the boundary dochemical fixation of transiently colocalized molecules. Such
dynamic effects may make the detectability of colocalization
sensitive to subtle variations of molecules, cells, and experi-
mental protocols or reagents, leading to low levels (and thus
large fluctuations) of static colocalization and poor quantitative
reproducibility of the data from different laboratories or
sometimes even among different researchers in the same group.
Single-molecule approaches may be the key to resolving
the dynamics of such transient colocalization interactions.
Efforts to directly observe homo- and heterotypic colocaliza-
tion events at the single molecule level are underway in our
laboratory.ne molecules, and oligomerization-induced trapping within a
mbrane structure and the dynamics of membrane
17,18,47,48]. The new paradigm (see Fig. 1A in this
into many small compartments with an average size
, [49]), and individual protein and lipid molecules
confined diffusion within a compartment and long-
verage hop frequency of once every 1–20 ms, in the
e cell type)[47,49].
in-based membrane skeleton mesh (fence) as well as
he membrane skeleton fence (pickets) [17,18,47,48].
the two-dimensional continuum fluid to the partitioned fluid, due to the
and aligned on the membrane–skeleton fence. (A) A paradigm shift for the
ay be required, from the two-dimensional continuum fluid to the partitioned
d diffusion within a compartment and long-term hop diffusion between the
colson is perfectly suitable on spatial scales less than 10 nm (incidentally, this
al paper), but on spatial scales greater than 10 nm, one must consider the
keleton ‘‘fence’’ model. (C) (right) Anchored protein ‘‘picket’’ model. The
r for the passage of the raft domain through the gap, the effective size of the
main around the transmembrane proteins.
See Fig. 1B in this Box. The membrane skeleton ‘‘fence’’ model would explain the temporary confinement of
transmembrane proteins within a compartment: transmembrane proteins may directly collide with the
membrane skeleton in their cytoplasmic domains [50–53], which may induce temporary trapping of the
transmembrane proteins in the membrane skeleton mesh.
The mechanism for the temporary trapping of phospholipids, in particular those located in the outer
leaflet of the plasma membrane, may be more complex. We think that transmembrane proteins anchored to
and lined up along the membrane skeleton (‘‘pickets’’ along the ‘‘fence’’) are involved in such confinement
of phospholipids. These anchored transmembrane protein pickets have the following effects on the
surrounding molecules in the membrane: (1) immobile molecules (e.g., transmembrane proteins anchored to
the membrane skeleton) in the membrane would make adjacent molecules less mobile, due to the higher
viscosity in the membrane (100-fold compared with that in water), (2) this effect propagates quite far
(distances several times longer than the diameter of the immobilized protein) [54–56], and (3) the immobile
anchored proteins are aligned on the membrane skeleton mesh, forming a linear zone where the diffusion of
membrane molecules is strongly suppressed. As a result, the anchored transmembrane proteins aligned
along the membrane skeleton fence effectively act as rows of pickets, which might induce temporary
trapping of lipid molecules within a membrane skeleton mesh (compartment). Since it takes about 10 As for
a membrane molecule to pass the compartment boundary regions (assuming a width of 10 nm, based on
the actin filament size), if a transmembrane protein molecule is bound to the membrane skeleton for longer
than 10 As, then it would work as an anchored picket, i.e., for transmembrane proteins to work as a
diffusion barrier, they do not have to be anchored to the membrane skeleton for a very long time.
Furthermore, using a series of Monte Carlo simulations, Fujiwara et al. [47] and Murase et al. [49] found
that the coverage of only 20–30% of the boundary area by the anchored transmembrane protein pickets
would be sufficient to induce the temporary confinement of a phospholipid within a compartment, i.e., to
induce the temporary confinement of lipid molecules, the inter-compartment boundaries do not have to be
totally closed off by the concentrated transmembrane proteins. In addition, these numbers (20–30% of the
boundary area) are consistent with the binding of approximately 15% of the total transmembrane protein in
the plasma membrane to the membrane skeleton, a value independently estimated previously [56]. Note
that for the temporary confinement of transmembrane proteins, both the fence and picket mechanisms
would work.
We envisage that these pickets and fences, in addition to providing mechanical stability to the membrane,
would have important functions. One of them may be based on the ‘‘oligomerization-induced trapping’’ effect.
See Fig. 2 of Box 1. Upon the formation of oligomers of membrane molecules, e.g., by the binding of an
extracellular ligand to a receptor and the subsequent formation of oligomers and signaling complexes made of
the receptor and recruited cytoplasmic signaling molecules, the hop rate would fall dramatically. This would
provide a mechanism for confining the activated receptor within the place (compartment) where the
extracellular signal was received (although this may last for a short period of time, say 10–60 s), i.e., for
maintaining the spatial memory of the signal reception. The effect of oligomerization-induced trapping was
experimentally shown with E-cadherin [57], G-protein coupled receptors [58], and artificially crosslinked
phospholipids [47,49]. Monomeric molecules may hop across the compartment boundaries (fences and
Fig. 2. Oligomerization-induced trapping model for membrane molecules upon oligomerization or molecular complex formation. Upon oligomerization or
molecular complex formation, the hop rate across the intercompartmental barrier would be reduced greatly (right), because, in contrast to monomers, in the
case of molecular complexes, all of the molecules within the complex have to hop across the picket-fence line simultaneously. In addition, due to the avidity
effect (by the presence of multiple binding sites in oligomers), molecular complexes are more likely to be tethered to the membrane skeleton, perhaps
temporarily, which also reduces their overall diffusion rate. The enhanced confinement and binding effects induced by oligomerization or molecular complex
formation are collectively termed ‘‘oligomerization-induced trapping’’ [57]. This would not occur in the absence of membrane skeleton fences and pickets
(left).
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pickets) relatively easily, whereas the hop rate of oligomers would be much smaller, because each molecule
within an oligomer must hop across the partitioning boundaries all at once for the hop of an oligomer to occur,
and also because a larger fluctuation of the membrane and the membrane skeleton and/or greater openings
when the actin filament temporarily dissociates or when picket proteins are released from the membrane
skeleton is needed for a complex to diffuse through. Such slowing of diffusion would not occur in the absence
of the pickets and fences (or the partitioning of the plasma membrane), as theoretically predicted [44] and
experimentally proved using reconstituted artificial membranes [45,46].
Such an effect of ‘‘oligomerization-induced trapping’’ in the partitioned plasma membrane is clearly at
variance with the prevalent concept that translational diffusion in the membrane is insensitive to the
oligomerization of membrane molecules [44–46]. The concept that translational diffusion is insensitive to
oligomerization is a consequence of the Saffman–Delbru¨ck hydrodynamic model, and applies to reconstituted
membranes [45,46], which lack the partitioning by the membrane skeleton, and would not be applicable to the
partitioned plasma membrane. In the plasma membrane, the translational diffusion coefficient is a very
sensitive monitor for the oligomerization of membrane molecules [48].
Box 2
Mushroom model for the steady-state raft
As a typical structure of the steady-state raft, we propose mushroom and dumbbell models, as shown in Fig.
1 in this Box. Note that these may not be stable structures, but GPI-anchored proteins may be assembling and
disassembling continually. Lipid molecules may be exchanging with those in the bulk domain even more
quickly. To explain these models, we will first discuss the size and the shape of GPI-anchored proteins, and
then, based on the structure of GPI-anchored proteins, we will reconsider how the proposed raft sizes and the
number of molecules involved in a raft may be related.
We approximate the molecular dimensions of the protein moieties of GPI-anchored proteins, based on X-ray
crystallographic data, using rectangular shapes : 16–34 (the expected height direction from the
membrane)53 nm for decay accelerating factor (CD55, the large uncertainty in the height direction is
due to the undetermined structure of a part of the protein moiety [69]; 5 (the expected height direction from the
membrane)83 nm for CD59 [70]; and 7 (the expected height direction from the membrane)105 nm for
the native dimer of placental alkaline phosphatase (PLAP) or the related shrimp alkaline phosphatase [71–
73]. These estimates suggest that a 10-nm-diameter protein portion of a single raft might be able to
include only 1–4 molecules of GPI-anchored proteins, consistent with the evaluation by Sharma et al. [32].
Fig. 1. Mushroom and dumbbell models for a small, unstable steady-state raft containing several GPI-anchored receptor molecules. The key feature of these
models is the flexibility of the glyco-linker of the GPI-anchored protein, which allows relocation of the phosphatidylinositol groups beneath the complex of
hydrophilic protein moieties, leading to complex formation between cholesterol and the saturated alkyl chains of GPI from different molecules in the cluster.
The large hydrophilic cluster of the protein moieties may be able to undergo rapid oscillative thermal motions on the membrane surface (the presence of such
motion should be experimentally testable), due to the low viscosity of the aqueous domain and the flexibility of the glyco-linkers, facilitating rapid passage
through the gap between two anchored protein pickets at the compartment boundaries. The protein moiety of this cluster may have a size of about 10 nm in
diameter, whereas the hydrophobic core region of such a raft may have a diameter of only about 2 nm, which is much smaller than the average gap size
between the pickets (2–9 nm).
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Consider, as an example, a cholesterol-dependent dimer or a tetramer of a GPI-anchored protein forming a
raft domain. (However, do not forget that many more GPI-anchored proteins may exist in the same membrane
as monomers that are in equilibrium with these oligomers [32]). Since alkaline phosphatases naturally occur as
dimers, they could give a zeroth-order estimate for the distance between the two phosphatidylinositol (PI)
molecules beneath the dimer of GPI-anchored proteins. Based on Fig. 8 in Lehto and Sharom [73]), the distance
between the two carbonyl termini of the alkaline phosphatase dimer is about 4 nm. This is much greater than
the size of the hydrophobic core of the raft, 1–2 nm, expected from the diffusive behavior of raftophilic
molecules (see the text). Therefore, these results suggest that the flexible glyco-linker of a GPI-anchored
protein allows for closer positioning of the two GPI-anchoring chains beneath the GPI-anchored cluster (Fig. 1
in this Box). Within these ¨2-nm-diameter hydrophobic raft-core domains, 2–4 phospholipid molecules or 3–
6 cholesterol molecules can be accommodated (assuming 0.65 and 0.44 nm 2 for their cross-sections,
respectively, [18]). Such an estimate suggests that a steady-state raft with GPI-anchored proteins may contain
1–4 GPI-anchored proteins, a few molecules of glycolipid/phospholipid, and a few cholesterol molecules. This
is indeed a very small number of molecules located in a single raft. These molecules probably correspond to the
molecules that stay in the hydrophobic core of the raft for prolonged periods of time, i.e., at least the residency
time (1 – 25 ms) of GPI-anchored proteins within a membrane compartment made by plasma membrane
partitioning. Since the hydrophilic peptide part and the hydrophobic lipid core of this complex are expected to
be on the order of 10 and ¨2 nm in diameter, respectively, we call this model the ‘‘mushroom model’’ for
steady-state rafts present in the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane (Fig. 1 in this Box).
The hydrophobic part of the raft may extend slightly over this core region, but the raftophilic molecules that
may be recruited to this extended region, particularly the raftophilic lipid molecules (because protein molecules
cannot have easy access to the center of the raft, due to steric hindrance in the protein moieties), are likely to
have a very short residency time in this domain. Its duration may be much shorter than the residency time of
the raft within the membrane compartment. If not, then the steady-state rafts could not hop as fast as single
non-raftophilic molecules. EPR spin-labeling experiments suggested that the rafts including hemagglutinin (HA)
and cholesterol in the influenza virus envelope (plasma) membrane may be short-lived, and/or that the
raftophilic probe molecules rapidly diffuse in and out of the raft, on a time scale of 100 As or less [74],
consistent with the short residency time of raftophilic molecules in the extended raft region around the core
raft domain.
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